
Journey to Outstanding Programme - Successful Difficult Conversations (1 year)

Core strategy Training
session

Description Outcome Time

Have
successful
difficult
conversations:
kindly and
quickly to
improve adult
performance
and conduct
issues

Core skills for
having
successful
difficult
conversations

A key feature of high performing teams is talking about the
tough stuff kindly and effectively.
This session will increase your team’s ability to have far more
successful difficult conversations, issues which are a barrier to
your school improving.

You will have the core skills needed to
dramatically improve the success of your
difficult conversations and you will have a
common framework for tackling these issues.

One day

9.30am
-3.30pm

x3 half day
implementation
sessions

Knowledge without implementation is nothing. To make sure
you implement what you have learnt, we offer on-going support
which allows us to really focus on specific skills and really work
on specific issues you’re having. It helps us ensure that things
are moving forward.

You will be able to make sure your tricky
conversations are on track and you're moving
things forward kindly and effectively

Half Day

12.30pm-
3.30pm

Flexing your
leadership style

You've learnt the core skills for managing tricky conversations.
This session will add another level to your skill set, enabling you
to adapt your leadership style to get the best results

You will learn how to use a range of
leadership styles for best effect. You will
understand the competency curve and its
practical application.

One day

9.30am
-3.30pm

Legal awareness
training

A session with our legal expert understanding capability,
medical capability and how the law supports employers so you
can be confident you are working within the law.

You will know the core legal framework for
managing employees including how to
manage capability within the legal framework
and how to manage sickness absence.

One day

9.30am
-3.30pm

Get to the point Talking about the real issue is a crucial part of securing
improved performance and behaviour. This one day workshop
gives a range of techniques for getting the conversation started
and ensuring it’s about what really needs to be talked about.

You will learn how to get clear on the issue
yourself.
You will have a range of ways to start a
conversation and be able to avoid the most
common mistakes of difficult conversations.

One day

9.30am
-3.30pm

Tools &
techniques

Conversations are movable feasts and being able to adapt them
in the moment is a master skill of resolution. You will be given a
battery of techniques for every eventuality, making sure you
never get stuck in a conversation again.

You will learn over 20 techniques to get out of
any tricky conversation. You will know when
to use them and have tools for every part of
the conversation.

One day

9.30am
-3.30pm

Total investment: £10,000 for up to 6 people. £1,000 per additional person (all prices excl VAT)


